Hornsea Burton and Skipsea Federation Medium Term Plan
Objective
Milestone 1

Milestone
Indicators
Respond to ideas and
starting points.

Basic Activities
I can respond to ideas and
starting points

To Develop Ideas
Explore ideas and
collect visual
information.

Show the children

Subject: Art and DT
Advanced Activities
I can describe what
I can see and give
an opinion about the
work of an artists,
craft makers and
designers
Model labelling the
pictures – show the
word bank to help

and

Mrs Fallon

Class 1

Deep Activities
I can ask questions
about a piece or
pieces of art
Model asking questions –
can you think of some
questions about these
paintings.
Write questions onto
post its to go up on the
display board

talk about the pictures
individually – what they can see.
What it is etc
Children decide on what transport they are interested in creating pictures for and to
collect visual information of these on the computers or from books.

Resources


Pictures by T
Cain (both in
the Ferenz art
gallery Hull

Milestone 1
To Master
Techniques

Draw lines of
different sizes and
thickness.

I can use pencils to make
different lines – light,
medium and dark

I can use pencils to
make lots of
different lines

Colour (own work)
neatly following
the lines.

Children taught how to make
different lines and
experiment with this.
Children then draw a vehicle
using techniques taught

Children taught how
Children taught how to
to make different
make different lines
lines and experiment
and experiment with
with this. Children
this. Children then
then draw a vehicle
draw a vehicle using
using techniques
techniques taught
taught
I can use fine, medium and broad pens to
draw. I can talk about why I have used a
certain thickness.

Show pattern and
texture by adding
dots and lines.
Show different tones
by using
coloured pencils.

I can use fine, medium and
broad pens to draw.
Look at van Gogh’s sketch of
a boat at sea – look at the
different lines used Explore and teach using
different thickness of pen
I can use pencils to create
tones

I can use pencils to
make different lines
and effects

Explore and teach using different thickness of
pen. Children draw picture of chosen transport
using choice of pens
I can use pencils to
create tones and
also create tones
with coloured pencils

I can use pencils to
create tones and also
create tones with
coloured pencils. I
can explain the
effects.









Pencils of
various shades
Objects to
make rubbings
to show
texture
Pictures and
sketches that
show pattern
and texture
Coloured
pencils
charcoal

